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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he

saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
2Corinthians 4:17: For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for
us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory…
'INCREDIBLE ACT OF AGGRESSION'--Kerry condemns Russia intervention
Ukraine mobilizes troops in a rapidly escalating crisis that has raised fears of a conflict.
[Original story, posted at 3:17 p.m. ET Sunday] Ukraine mobilizes troops after
Russia's 'declaration of war' (CNN) -- Ukraine's new leaders accused neighbor
Russia of declaring war, as Kiev mobilized troops and called up military reservists in a
rapidly escalating crisis that has raised fears of a conflict. Amid signs of Russian military
intervention in Ukraine's Crimean peninsula, Russian generals led their troops to three
bases in the region Sunday, demanding Ukrainian forces surrender and hand over their
weapons. "This is a red alert. This is not a threat. This is actually a declaration of war to
my country," Ukrainian interim Prime Minister said. Speaking in a televised address
from the parliament building in the capital, Kiev, he called on Russian President Vladimir
Putin to "pull back his military and stick to the international obligations.""We are on the
brink of the disaster." Ukrainian officials called up all reservists in a general mobilization
Sunday Kiev, Ukraine (CNN) -- [Breaking news update at 4:30 p.m. ET Sunday]
Russian forces now "have complete operational control of the Crimean Peninsula," a
senior U.S. administration official said Sunday of the escalating crisis in Ukraine. The
United States estimates there are 6,000 Russian ground and naval forces in the region,
the official said. Amid the tensions, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will travel to Kiev
on Tuesday, an Obama administration official said. FULL STORY
Western officials, including Secretary of State John F. Kerry, were unequivocal in their
denunciations of Russia’s intervention in Ukraine. Kerry called it “an incredible act of
aggression.” Ukraine's army is put on full combat alert, while the United States calls for
the immediate deployment of international monitors to the former Soviet republic.Kerry
and the European foreign affairs leaders promised that there would be a strong
response to the Russian move. They mentioned visa and financial sanctions and a
trade blockade. Britain and France withdrew from a planning meeting for the next Group
of Eight summit, which is to be held in June in Sochi, Russia.

US Official Claims 6,000 Russian Troops In Complete Control Of Crimea - Crisis
Map Update
Paul Craig Roberts - World Is Now On The Edge Of Nuclear War Today former US
Treasury official, Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, warned King World News that the world is now
poised dangerously on the edge of a nuclear war. This is one of Dr. Roberts’ most
important interviews in history because he is openly warning Washington to stop its
aggressive actions against the Russians in their own backyard, or risk a nuclear
exchange. Below is what Dr. Roberts had to say in this remarkable interview. Roberts:
“It may well be that we will end up in a confrontation with Russia. The Americans could
not win on the ground there -- they can’t possibly that distant from their (military) bases
take on the Russian Army in its own backyard. So the conflict would likely go
nuclear....“I would be worried about whether we can survive the incompetence and the
stupidity of the arrogant and ignorant Obama regime. That’s what the world has to
worry about at this moment. Look, whenever you are stupid enough to take a direct
strategic threat to a powerful military armed with nuclear weapons, which is what Russia
is, you don’t have any sense. And so we have the world being driven by a government
that hasn’t got any sense -- the United States government. You just don’t do that.
Putin Has Occupied Crimea, Is Ukraine & World War III Next? Dave Hodges
Ukraine Mobilizes Troops After Putin's 'Declaration Of War' Leaves Obama Dazed And
Confused (Video)
WW3 To Cover Up Dollar Collapse! X22Report Dave from the X22Report explains
the reasoning behind the US and EU spending over 5 billion dollars to fund
destabilization and coup in Ukraine is for no other reason than to cover up the
collapse of the US dollar. See: US Government Caught Funding The Coup In
Ukraine As other financial gurus, like Trend Journal forecaster Gerald Celente,
have explained previously, only a war can prop up the US dollar at this point, so
the risk of World War III and resulting mass casualties is considered acceptable
to hide the total economic collapse.
Dave breaks it all down, but this is information everyone should know especially
Americans that do not appreciate Obama not only getting us involved in yet
another civil war, but possibly starting WW3 by provoking Russia, then ordering
military action against Russia which will end with nothing short of a nuclear
attack against the US.
The World Is Now Standing On The Edge Of A Precipice
On the heels of an escalation of chaos in Ukraine, today a 42-year market veteran
spoke warned King World News that the world is now standing on the edge of a
precipice. Below is the powerful interview with Egon von Greyerz, who is founder of
Matterhorn Asset Management out of Switzerland.
In 2008 we had the first confirmation that the financial system was bankrupt. And since
then money printing and debt creation have been exponential worldwide. This is why,
Eric, I consider gold being as good a buy today as it was at $300, because today we
know that the financial system is bankrupt and that most governments are bankrupt.
There is absolutely no solution to this problem.

Governments and central banks worldwide will print unlimited amounts of money that
will lead to a hyperinflationary depression. But there will also be social unrest, famine,
and wars. Eric, I am not a pessimist, but I see no other (possible) outcome.
Previously there has only been hyperinflation in individual countries, not worldwide.
Therefore, the consequences will be much greater this time. Will there be a (monetary)
reset and a new reserve currency which will include gold? My fear is that the world will
be in such a mess during the hyperinflationary period that no permanent solution can be
reached. Instead, there could be a deflationary implosion of the system after the
hyperinflation.
LaRouche - Obama's Nuclear War Plan With Russia Exposed Lyndon LaRouche,
in an early release, shows how LaRouchePAC Policy Committee member Dave
Christie challenged Obama publicly while Obama was speaking in from of the
DNC Winter meeting audience, by yelling out “Tell us about your plan for nuclear
war with Russia,” heard loud and clear in the beginning of the video clip below.
LaRouche has been warning about the countdown for thermonuclear war, and
right on time, the US and EU destabilize Ukraine and ousting the pro-Moscow
Democratically elected president, forcing Vladimir Putin to move to protect
Russia’s interests, then threatening Russia about the “costs” of military
intervention.
As LaRouche points out, the whole scenario has been carefully crafted and
organized.
It is all about the collapse of the dollar, we were warned and the chaos we are
seeing now is playing out exactly as predicted weeks, if not months, ago.
LaRouch is not the only one that asserts this has been obama’s plan the whole
time as a political analyst tells Press TV:
In a Friday interview, Mike Billington warned that as a result of Washington’s
provocations regarding the Ukrainian crisis, the international community is “on
the brink of a global thermonuclear war.”
He argued that the US and its NATO allies “are trying to provoke Russia into
taking some sort of action to justify what they plan as a nuclear assault against
Russia and potentially also against China.”
“It is not the Russians who are intervening in the internal affairs of Ukraine. It was
the US and NATO,” the analyst pointed out.
WW3 On Our Doorstep? Russia Spy Ship In Cuba As Tensions Rise Between US
And Russia (Video)
Russia Spy Ship Discovered In Havana Cuba, While Russia Re-Installs Nuclear
Missiles In Cuba (Video)
UPDATE: Russia Seeks Access to Bases in 8 Countries for Its Ships, Bombers...
Cuba, Venezuela, Nicaragua...
Russian parliament demands recall of ambassador to USA...
Flashpoint! America Under Seige! The Hagmann & Hagmann Report The newly
released interview video below with Steve Quayle and Greg Evensen on the Hagmann
and Hagmann report is a bombshell discussion about America Under Seige. We can
clearly see now via all of the signs surrounding us that America is entering ‘the terminal
phase’ of our transition into complete totalitarianism. This interview reminds us that the
chaos that we now see growing across our planet is ‘neither spontaneous nor by

accident’. This plan has been perfectly orchestrated and is now being carried out by the
‘global elite’ who’ve long maintained a goal to put into place a ‘one world system of
governance, currency and even religion’. America is racing toward a totalitarian abyss
so deep that revolution from within, by those who want to preserve our inherent
freedoms, seems inevitable. What could act as such a flashpoint?
FLASHPOINT: Gun confiscation is here (Connecticut gun owners as the beta test)
FLASHPOINT: The militarization of local law enforcement is here
FLASHPOINT: Drones of death
FLASHPOINT: The purging & gutting of our military
FLASHPOINT: Ritualistic humiliation of U.S. citizens
FLASHPOINT: Pursuit, marginalization and neutralization of political dissidents
FLASHPOINT: Intimidation and neutralization of whistleblowers
FLASHPOINT: The orchestrated collapse of the U.S. dollar and our sovereignty
FLASHPOINT: The war against the U.S. Middle Class
FLASHPOINT: The integration between police, intelligence agencies and financial
institutions (too-big-to-fails) for surveillance
FLASHPOINT: CIA involvement in foreign unrest
Pollster Warns 'It's Coming' To America In a panel discussion on Fox News,
shown in the video, pollster and former presidential advisor Pat Caddell warns
that a Kiev-style revolt is “coming to America.”
OKLAHOMA VET-NOTICE THE PATTERN -NOT COINCIDENCES: This
Feb 27,
truck was not only parked in a unusual place across the street from my
2014
home but eventually also across the street from my work
Steve, A few months ago I also noticed I was being watched by a black Ford F-150 with
deep tinted windows. This truck was not only parked in a unusual place across the
street from my home but eventually also across the street from my work. I sa... read
more
ALASKAN VET REPORT:I called the Alaska State Troopers to report a
Feb
suspicious vehicle on them twice and both times the vehicle departed a
27,
few minutes before the troopers showed up, which is interesting since the
2014
Troopers use a secure radio frequency
Steve, I am retired military (25 years), and I live on small wooded plot of land outside of
Wasilla, Ak at the end of a gravel road. I've noticed 4 times this month that a Chevy
SUV has been parked down the road from my house at night. I call... read more
Vietnam Era- Combat Veteran : a white SUV ford explorer with tinted
Feb 27,
windows stopped out front of my place and was there about 2minutes 2014
To add another comment as to vehicles checking out Veterans about 0930 todays date
2- 27 2014 , a white suv ford explorer with tinted windows stopped out front of my place
and was there about 2minutes . I could not see with my monocular due to the wi... read
more
If I hadn't seen it with my own eyes I wouldn't have believed it!!!! Feb 26, 2014
Hi Steve I hate to play into conspiracies, but I just took the garbage out and a
nondescript blue ford pickup came down my street(cul da sac...we are at the end)
parked across from our duplex and sat while I made two trips outside. I called my hu...
read more

VIET NAM VET PULLED OVER BY 'FEMALE SHOOTER'
Feb 26, 2014
WASHINGTON STATE
Steve: 2/26/14 I am a Nam vet. Yesterday I was pulled over by a young lady that asked
directions. The only reason she didn't shoot me is that I had a passenger with me. I've
noticed a pickup truck driving slowly... read more
Little Russian Girl when asked: what does your Daddy do that he moved Feb 26,
you all here and the girl replied, hes here to shoot and kill Americans
2014
Steve, my mother just called in tears describing her horror story and validation of foreign
troops in Danville, VA. My family farms in NC not far from Danville, VA and their
neighbor (Bob) works in Danville to be near his family and first born gr... read more
NOTE THIS IRAQ/AFGHANISTAN VET IS REPORTING SAME TRUCK
Feb 26,
DIFFERENT MAGNETIC SIGN-MIDDLE EASTERN MEN CHECKING HIM
2014
OUT OVER 4 WEEK PERIOD
Steve, I am a retired combat vet(Iraq/Afghanistan). I just found out about your warning
for Vets and I am a believer in Jesus. About a month ago, I noticed a newer black
Dodge 3500 truck driving in my neighbor hood. I have an extensive bit... read more
IS THE GOVERNMENT BANKRUPTING CALIFORNIA FARMERS FOR A Feb 25,
DIFFERENT REASON THAN WE ALL THOUGHT?
2014
Steve, I sent you an email a couple weeks ago after talking to a customer about the
government withholding water in California. Now that we know that the Fed has decided
that farmers will not be getting any water, i asked another customer i was... read more
CONFIRMATION OF BLUE TRUCK-RURAL KANSAS-'CREEPY'-ALL VETS
Feb 24,
MUST BE ON THE LOOKOUT -DO NOT EVEN CARRY CELL PHONES
2014
PERIOD!
Hawk, Steve Just read the Q Alerts about the trucks targeting vets. Didn't "connect the
dots" until now! Hubby is a vietnam veteran. I stay alert as to goings on around us.
About a week ago, in the morning, a dark blue Ford truck drove in fron... read more
VETERANS ALERT (MORGANTOWN WV AREA)-DRONES AND FACIAL
Feb 23,
RECOGNITION SOFTWARE BEING USED TO TARGET VETERANS IN
2014
RURAL AREAS FOR TERMINATION
Dear Friends, I had a very unsettling experience today and I am reporting this event in
case any one has heard from any other Veterans any reports concerning blue Ford pick
up trucks. I read some months ago that when the Veteran hit teams go out th... read
more
Exclusive: Islamist Terror Enclave Discovered in Texas FBI documents obtained
confirm the existence of the enclave and highlight concern about its terrorism links. The
enclave belongs to the network of Muslims of the Americas, a radical group linked to a
Pakistani militant group called Jamaat ul-Fuqra. Its members are devoted followers of
Sheikh Mubarak Ali Gilani, an extremist cleric in Pakistan. The organization says it has
a network of 22 “villages” around the U.S., with Islamberg as its main headquarters in
New York. The Clarion Project obtained secret MOA footage showing female members
receiving paramilitary training at Islamberg. It was featured on the Kelly File on FOX
News Channel in October. A second MOA tape released by Clarion shows its
spokesman declaring the U.S. to be a Muslim-majority country.

A 2007 FBI record states that MOA members have been involved in at least 10
murders, one disappearance, three firebombings, one attempted firebombing, two
explosive bombings and one attempted bombing. It states:
“The documented propensity for violence by this organization supports the belief the
leadership of the MOA extols membership to pursue a policy of jihad or holy war against
individuals or groups it considers enemies of Islam, which includes the U.S.
Government. Members of the MOA are encouraged to travel to Pakistan to receive
religious and military/terrorist training from Sheikh Gilani.”
The document also says that, "The MOA is now an autonomous organization which
possesses an infrastructure capable of planning and mounting terrorist campaigns
overseas and within the U.S."
Other FBI reports describe the MOA in similar ways, with a 2003 file stating,
“Investigation of the Muslims of the Americas is based on specific and articulate facts
giving justification to believe they are engaged in international terrorism…”More
Texas Congressman: Terror Enclave Discovery 'Appalling'
U.S. Lifts Ban on Immigrants With Links to Terrorism The Obama administration is
overriding the U.S. Criminal Code for individuals who have provided material support to
terrorism. Muslim Brotherhood affiliates scored a major victory in their efforts to degrade
U.S. national security measures in early February 2014 when the Obama administration
decided to override by fiat portions of the U.S. Criminal Code and immigration policy
pertaining to individuals who provide “material support to terrorism.”
As published in the Federal Register on February 5, 2014, the Department of Homeland
Security and the Department of State issued a joint notice that, henceforth, certain
asylum seekers and refugees who only provided “limited material support” to terrorism
would be allowed into the U.S.
The earlier law as written, The Real ID Law of 2005, states quite explicitly that the
definition of engaging in terrorist activity includes:
To commit an act that the actor knows, or reasonably should know, affords
material support, including a safe house, transportation, communications,
funds, transfer of funds or other material financial benefit … to a terrorist
organization [emphasis added]
Such activity, no matter how minor, constituted grounds for exclusion from entry to the
U.S.
By unilaterally lifting restrictions -- without so much as consulting Congress -- for those
intending immigrants who engaged in “(1) certain routine commercial transactions or
certain routine social transactions (i.e., in the satisfaction of certain well-established or
verifiable family, social, or cultural obligations), [or] (2) certain humanitarian assistance,”
that benefited terrorist organizations, the Obama administration simply overrode existing
law. So far, both the judicial and legislative branches of the U.S. government have let
the administration get away with it. More
U.S. Military Hires Chaplains Endorsed by Brotherhood Entity The Islamic Society of
North America (ISNA), a U.S. Muslim Brotherhood entity, is proudly announcing that the
U.S. military is again using their chaplains for active-duty service after a 15-year lull.
ISNA has a well-documented extremist history. In 1991, the Muslim
Brotherhood listed ISNA as one of its main fronts. Declassified FBI memos said ISNA is

a component of the Muslim Brotherhood, who sees its “work in America as a kind of
grand jihad in eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within.”
In 2007, the U.S. government labeled ISNA a U.S. Muslim Brotherhood entity and
an unindicted co-conspirator in a terrorism-financing trial involving the Holy Land
Foundation funneling money to Hamas. The label was upheld in 2009 because of
“ample” evidence linking ISNA to Hamas. Last year, ISNA’s Canadian affiliate lost its
status as a charity because of its accounting discrepancies and links to Pakistani
terrorists.
The two chaplains endorsed by ISNA are Sgt. Mustapha Rahouchen, who will be used
by the U.S. Army, and Captain Rafael Lantiqua, who was chosen by the U.S. Air Force.
New World Order Promoting Crislam--and the List of Churches Involved! (Video and
Shocking List) The New World Order is NOW making thier move to usher in the
demonic religion of CHRISLAM!
Chrislam is the merging of apostate christianity and Islam and it is truly a pit of serpents
and devils. As predicted this demonic religion is exploding across the globe and
specifically here in America. It has been dubbed as the new Emergent Church—a
church that has “come out of the closet” so to speak, and is revealing their devilish
nature.
Chrislam was a religion started—in part—by Rick Warren, California’s Saddleback
Megachurch leading pastor. He has been known to embrace of the joining of
Christianity and Islam and although he denies his connection, he simultaneously
promotes the merger through his ministry and outlets.
One example of this was a in a meeting where Rick Warren addressed the Islamic
Society of North America. In this meeting he told the audience how much he had in
common with Muslims and the ideology of Islam. He further promoted a proglobalization message of uniting at any cost.
Rick was also instrumental in the creation and signing of the Yale Covenant Between
Islam and Christianity. Here is what the preamble to that covenant states:
“As members of the worldwide Christian community, we were deeply encouraged and
challenged by the recent historic open letter signed by 138 leading Muslim scholars,
clerics, and intellectuals from around the world. “A Common Word Between Us and
You” identifies some core common ground between Christianity and Islam which
lies at the heart of our respective faiths as well as at the heart of the most ancient
Abrahamic faith, Judaism. Jesus Christ’s call to love God and neighbor was rooted in
the divine revelation to the people of Israel embodied in the Torah (Deuteronomy 6:5;
Leviticus 19:18). We receive the open letter as a Muslim hand of conviviality and
cooperation extended to Christians worldwide. In this response we extend our own
Christian hand in return, so that together with all other human beings we may live in
peace and justice as we seek to love God and our neighbors.
Muslims and Christians have not always shaken hands in friendship; their relations have
sometimes been tense, even characterized by outright hostility. Since Jesus Christ
says, “First take the log out your own eye, and then you will see clearly to take the
speck out of your neighbor’s eye” (Matthew 7:5), we want to begin by acknowledging
that in the past (e.g. in the Crusades) and in the present (e.g. in excesses of the “war on
terror”) many Christians have been guilty of sinning against our Muslim

neighbors. Before we “shake your hand” in responding to your letter, we ask
forgiveness of the All-Merciful One [Allah] and of the Muslim community around
the world.” Yale Covenant
Because of Rick Warren and others the ‘spark’ of Chrislam is on the rise and as a result
a new group called Faith Shared is now spearheading the move to merge Christianity
with Islam.
Here is a quote taken directly from the Faith Shared website:
““Faith Shared asks houses of worship across the country to organize events involving
clergy reading from each other’s sacred texts. An example would be a Christian
Minister, Jewish Rabbi and Muslim Imam participating in a worship service or
other event. Suggested readings will be provided from the Torah, the Gospels,
and the Qur’an, but communities are encouraged to choose readings that will resonate
with their congregations. Involvement of members from the Muslim community is key.
We will also provide suggestions on how to incorporate this program into your regular
worship services. And we will assist local congregations in their media and
communications efforts.
While there is a strong preference for all of the events to happen on the same day, a
number of congregations held interfaith services in January and February giving us
wonderful examples of how communities can come together in support and fellowship.
We will be posting photos, sample programs and audio files from theses services.
Faith Shared will collect images and videos from these events to use in our efforts to
spread this message of respect and understanding from America.”
“Tensions around Islam in America have erupted throughout the country in the past
year, leading to misconceptions, distrust and in some cases violence. News stories on
the rising tide of anti-Muslim bigotry and violence abound, with graphic and often
searing images of the antagonists, the protagonists and the battlegrounds where they
meet. All too often, media coverage simplistically pits Muslims against would-be Qur’an
burners, neglecting any substantive representation of where the majority of Americans
actually stand: a shared commitment to tolerance and freedom. We are committed to
ensuring that the storyline changes dramatically in 2011 by helping to create an
environment of mutual understanding and respect for each other’s faith
traditions.”” source – Faith Shared
Bill Wilson—a Christian journalist, professional writer, and commentator on current
events relating to the relationship between the United States, Israel and Islam—made
the following comment on the rise of “Chrislam” in the United States:
“…Many Christian churches across the United States began a series of sermons aimed
at bringing about reconciliation between Muslims and Christians. These misguided
Presbyterian ministers are trying to focus on a relationship between the Holy Bible and
the Koran they call ”Chrislam.” They are saying that because the Koran mentions Jesus
that there is common ground with Christianity. To prove their point, they are placing
Korans alongside the Holy Bible in their pews. And they are teaching that you can be a
follower of Christ without necessarily believing that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,
who died for our sins offering the gift of eternal salvation.”
Here is the list of churches–taken directly from the Faith Share website–who are
participating in Chrislam Services—Beware of Such Churches:
Anchorage First Christian, Anchorage AK

University Presbyterian Church, Tuscaloosa AL
Federated Community Church, Flagstaff AZ
First UMC Phoenix, Phoenix AZ
All Saints Cathedral, Pasadena CA
First United Lutheran, San Francisco CA
Light of Christ Ecumenical Catholic Church, Longmont CO
Park Hill Congregational, Denver CO
Union Congregational, Nucla CO
Temple Micah, Denver CO
Riverfront Family Church ,Hartford CT
The National Cathedral, Washington DC
Seekers Church, Washington DC
North American Old Catholic Church, Washington DC
National City Christian Church, Washington DC
New Ark United Church of Christ, Newark DE
Faith United Church of Christ, Clearwater FL
Unitarian Universalist Church of Pensacola, Pensacola FL
United Church of Christ at The Villages, The Villages FL
Virginia Highland Church, Atlanta GA
Decatur United Church of Christ, Decatur GA
The Episcopal Church of St. John the Evangelist College, Park GA
Cathedral of St. Andrew, the Episcopal Diocese of HI, Honolulu HI
Collegiate United Methodist Church and Wesley Foundation, Ames IA
Congregational United Church of Christ, Iowa City IA
Urbandale UCC Church, Urbndale IA
Hillview United Methodist, Boise ID
Boise First United Methodist Church, Cathedral of the Rockies, Boise ID
First United of Oak Park, Chicago IL
St Thomas Mission, Chicago IL
The Chicago Temple First UMC ,Chicago IL
First Presbyterian Church of Fort Wayne, Fort Wayne IN
Northminster Baptist Church, Monroe LA
The Unitarian Universalist Society of Amherst, Amherst MA
Grace Episcopal, Amherst MA
Church of Our Savior, Arlington MA
St Paul’s Cathedral, Boston MA
Old Cambridge Baptist Church, Cambridge MA
Hadwen Park Congregational Church, Worcester MA
Veritas United Church of Christ, Hagerstown MD
Trinity United Methodist Mountain, Grove MO
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church, Ely MN
First Congregational, Great Falls MT
MtView/Trinity UM, Parish Butte MT
Unitarian Universalist Ocean County Congregation, Toms River NJ
Christ Episcopal Church, Toms River NJ
Zion Methodist Church, Las Vegas NV

The Sacred Center of New York ,New York NY
Cathedral Church of St. John the Divine, New York NY
All Souls Bethelehem Church, Brooklyn NY
Mayflower Church, Oklahoma City OK
First Congregational UCC, Corvalis OR
Spirit of Peace United Church of Christ, Sioux Falls SD
Baha’i Faith Community Center, Nashville TN
Saint John’s United Methodist Church, Austin TX
Hope for Peace & Justice Interfaith Peace Chapel, Dallas TX
Cathedral of Hope, Dallas TX
Wasatch Presbyterian Church of Salt Lake City, Salt Lake City UT
Grace Episcopal Church, St George UT
United Church of Bellows Falls, Bellow Falls VT
Cathedral of the Diocese of Vermont, Burlington VT
Vermont Ecumenical Council & Bible Society, Burlington VT
Dummerston Congregational Church UCC, Drummersto VT
Memorial United Church of Christ, Fitchburg WI
Trinity Episcopal Church, Janesville WI
First Congregational Church UCC Casper, Casper WY
(Note- I’m sure there are many more churches than what’s on the list above, however
these are the ones promoted on the Faith Share website)
Iran Hangs Well-Loved Human Rights Activist, Poet Shabaani wrote, “I have tried
to defend the legitimate right(s) that every people in this world should have ... full
civil rights.” More

Urgent New Age Luciferian Message On The Coming Events
Comment: Warning, this is not my material but New Age Luciferian Ascended
Master ET propaganda. This is what “they” say is going to happen in the near
future.
This is an urgent message. We recommend that everyone reading this page go to the
website below, send it on to everyone you know, and be prepared to lead in the coming
dramatic Shift. The Event and its intended consequences are carefully explained.
Prepare yourselves, your loved ones and your neighbors for the dramatic changes we
will experience in the coming days. Know that this is for the Greater Good, and that your
understanding will help others to manage their confusion and possible fear responses.
The time has come, Beloved Ones, to step forward and help the world to make this
transition! We have been asked to be on the forefront of transmitting this knowledge.
Join us and we will truly create a New World of peace, compassion, and Love.
These events are imminent, and will begin with a huge blast of Love energy from the
Central Sun. Open your hearts, be ready to disseminate this information to everyone
you know, and stay in contact with each other and with us.
We love you and look forward with Joy to the imminent global change, which will
include massive arrests, a new use of the global media, and an opening of all
structures, financial and legal systems to complete change.

To make things simple we will not designate the cabal as ET or human they are simply
selfish criminals guilty of crimes against humanity. This site has provided numerous
links to other sources to provide ample evidence for these indictments of genocide,
genetic, manipulation, murder, theft, racketeering, treason, mind control, genocide,
genetic altering, poisoning of Water. Air, Food to name a few. The list is too long and
too depressing to detail here but we have links.
This will come as a shock to many but there are members of the worlds military and
intelligence agencies that have been involved in on going interactions with ET races for
over 60 years. These ET interactions are not limited to governmental agencies in fact
the open minded elite intelligentsia of the worlds science technological vocations have
been physically contacted or communicated with as well. Many of these interactions
have been very benevolent, positive and even highly spiritual in nature.
There are many members of regular civilian population and society who also have been
having informational exchanges of varying degrees with our brothers and sisters or
space family. Unfortunately not all contacts have been of a positive nature and this has
led to much confusion. This confusion must end.
To insure the planetary liberation process the benevolent forces of ET Races have been
making plans with various elite corps of earth based military and law enforcement
personnel to insure the joint action of arrest of these criminal conspirators. These plans
are quite detailed and they have made every allowance for every contingency to insure
non-violent arrests and total victory.
The plan of action has been to amass enough evidence to arrest these criminals. The
evidence has been in hand for decades in but these criminals are in control the worlds
media and military forces as well as the financial institutions and many other key
aspects of our societal structure as well. These individuals and their secret societies are
deeply involved in the politics and literally control the worlds view by manipulation. The
arrests of these individuals has been a long slow and arduous task and the worlds
peoples owe a great debt to the brave individuals who have had to remain hidden to see
that justice is restored to our planet.
WHAT IS THE EVENT?
The Event will be a moment of breakthrough for the planet which will be physical
and non physical planes.
On the non physical plane:
There will be a big wave or flash of Divine energy and light coming from the
Galactic Central sun going towards the surface of the planet. It will be a flash or
special kind of light from the Sun that permeates the earth and humanity. It will
calm humanity in the light of love energy and end duality. It’s a magnificent
energy not seen or felt before on earth. Everyone on earth will feel and know
something has happened. It will be a surprise as to when it will happen, even for
us. It’s never happened before. Comment: Like Maitreya’s Day of Declaration?
The Day of Declaration
On the Day of Declaration, Maitreya will present His credentials to all of humanity.
On this day, "every eye shall see him."(Fulfilling Rev.1:7) Everyone will
(simultaneously) hear his voice inwardly-- telepathically in their own language. At
the same time, we will all deeply feel His omnipotent love and hundreds of
thousands of spontaneous healings will take place throughout the world.

After the Day of Declaration several Masters of Wisdom will join Maitreya on the
world stage. Each will have different functions depending upon His particular line
of work. Some will teach, while others will be concerned more with world
problems of a political & economic nature. Still others will inspire the new
architecture, painting & music, while the attention of some will be directed to
science & the inspiration of the new 'holistic' science, integrating science &
religion…For the first time in countless millennia, They will be serving humanity
openly in the world, rather than from behind the scenes as they do now.
It may be a major shock to some but for those who are aware of the event, it will
be recognized as positive change whose time has come. This divine flash will
trigger spiritual forces, Extra Terrestrials…and the Earth based Resistance
Movement to begin to put long awaited plans into action. These plans are the
enforcement of what is know as the Galactic Codex (Galatic Codex).
Motherships will move into the earths atmosphere invisibly to raise the vibrations
of the earths atmosphere and to help the populace acclimatize their
consciousness fields as the electronic fence matrix is bought down once and for
all time. They will not reveal or announce themselves publicly for quite some time
although there will be increased physical sightings to prepare the world to accept
their presence.
On the physical plane there will be:
 • The earths military and police forces will move into action to insure there
is no rioting and to safe guard vital infrastructure from false flag cabal
attacks designed to create panic and fear based reactions.
 • The arrest of the Cabal members who have led the way will be the most
significant part of the event.
 • The res-set of the Financial Systems / the entire central banking system
and all banks computers will be shut down and will not be able to be
bought online, so all banks will close until further notice.
 • The main media stations will be taken over by civil authorities who will
remove censors and cabal based programs and agendas.
 • Disclosure – The release of secret documents and events including ET
information will begin some time after the actual event. Many of the world
mysteries will be revealed / who killed Kennedy / CIA drug dealing / the true
the forces behind all the world wars / ongoing depopulation agendas /
HAARP / vaccinations / Secret space Program / Mind Control / financial
crimes and many many things that will shock many people!
 • The beginning of a new fair financial system with prosperity funds and
worldwide trusts for healing the planet will eventually be implemented.
 • NEW Government / Political system, Education system, Health care
system, History lessons, etc. etc. Awakening of humanity slowly and
gradually to the existence of positive non-terrestrial races and our galactic
connections.
 • Introduction of new advanced technology.

• The Techniques for spiritual growth will be shared as we learn who we are
where we come from. We will discern our unique purpose and our life’s
path will reveal itself to us individually.
 • There will be artifacts bought forward from ancient repositories revealing
the truth of man interaction with ETs in our recent history. We will
understand our cosmic heritage. Ancient sites will unearth space ships
from our past and we will have physical proof of ancient technologies.
 • There will be a host of advanced healing technologies released which
have been suppressed to keep the Cabal rich and you in suffering.
Eventually the present medical system will alter radically in the light of
more advanced forms of treatment.
 • Free energy devices will be available for your home and car and an end to
fossil fuels and other toxic technologies.
 • Eventually public trials to expose what has been going on to insure a
mass catharsis of healing and eventual forgiveness / criminals will get
desperately needed healing and counseling for their distorted minds.
Keep in mind the details that are given here are most likely NOT an exact
description of everything that may happen. However these are the basic plans, as
it is understood at this time. It is indicated that certain aspects of this plan will be
enacted. Human freewill plays a central part in this process and the enactment of
the plans will be a fluid model that may change hourly to be determined by the
progress we make during the event.
This EVENT is not intended to be an Earth type revolution where there are risks
taken to innocent people’s lives. It is for this reason that we are called to service
to insure a peaceful transition. This massive action demands the type of
precision that only The Godhead Him/Herself can decide upon.
It is time now for everyone on this planet to understand that this future coming
changes are NOT in the hands of some mad people who might make wrong
decisions that might lead to bloodshed.
The coming Event will NOT be a bloody revolution. The Event itself is a lawful
enforcement of existing planetary laws. Furthermore this is also an enforcement
of the Galactic Codex. On the day of the Event the entire world will be informed
that there is now, Peace on Earth, and a return to freedom for the peoples of
Earth.
We will all need to remain calm and to support this transition process to a nonviolent and peaceful society. We will need all the help we can get, from people all
over the world to insure our success. The world’s current political leadership
most likely knows nothing about the intended changes at this time. Very few of
the worlds major political criminals and players will still be in positions of
influence after the event. So we must realize the real changes will come from
concerned citizens like us who are committed to finding solutions. After finding
answers to the worlds problems we must follow up with actions to manifest the
changes in the New society.
Be aware, the changes that will come will be fast and powerful. Though much of
the long-range plans will be implemented gradually, many things, such as the
media stations will be liberated immediately. This will smooth things over and


calm people around the world. For the most part, white hat civil authorities will be
given prepared and responsible guidance to leadership and this applies also to
the general population. This will be through existing forms of media. Newspapers,
television, radio, and some websites will be the most effective and
comprehensive source of knowledge about what is transpiring.
We must support and reinforce these peaceful directives as firmly and as
confidently as possible. Rest assured, the people are generally peaceful and well
intentioned. Keep in mind the reasons for the EVENT will not be known by 90% of
the world”s people. Nor will they have any idea what is transpiring or why.

The television will reveal the truth to them over time,
because the forces of light will control the satellites and the communication
systems.
The few media moguls who secretly own all of the world major media and are in
charge of systematic mind control (such as, Murdoch, the Rockefellers and the
Rothschild’s) will either be arrested or rendered impotent. Their censors will be
removed as civil authorities will be directed to insure the dissemination of truth
from the time of THE EVENT until forevermore. The cabal-controlled, script
reading, MK Ultra victims also know as talking heads will be replaced by
responsible reporters. The satellites will be in control of the Resistance
Movement and other supporting forces.
The media will give us an honest detailed report of what is going very soon after
the arrest process begins. This will hopefully calm the populace and insure
people are getting the information necessary to help them and their families.
After The EVENT
The actual arrests of Cabal members is intended to take no more than 72 hours
on world wide action and enforcement sweep. However the human element will
come into play and the initial arrests may take longer. Still the entire process is
expected to last no more than 2 weeks. There may be ongoing arrests of smaller
fish in the months that follow!
During this 2-week time period the banks will have been closed. Hopefully at this
time the media will have been releasing massive amounts of evidence of the far
ranging criminal actions promulgated by those major players, both known and
unknown to the public eye. This will be a relief for many and riveting news for all.
Overall this be a strong cause and impetus for change.
What will come next is up to humanity as a whole. How fast and how well
humanity adapts to the revelations on the world stage in regards to the arrests of
these criminals will determine the next stage of our planets growth. There will

most certainly be a process of denial, shock and anger over what has been going
on. Acts of revenge and violence or acting out will not be tolerated.
http://prepareforchange.net/archives/the-event
http://www.prepare4change.com/
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/02/st-germain-we-are-on-to-the-next-phaseannouncements-and-disclosure-2905302.html

